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Measuring and optimizing the momentum aperture in a particle accelerator
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Particle motion in storage rings is confined by various aperture limits, the size of which restricts the
performance of the ring in terms of injection efficiency, lifetime, etc. Intrabeam scattering makes particles
sweep a large portion of the phase space, where their motion may eventually be resonantly or chaotically
excited to large amplitudes leading to collision with the vacuum chamber. We report here the studies performed
at the Advanced Light Source~ALS! on the on- and off-momentum particle motion that provides a good
understanding of these limitations. Using off-momentum simulations and experiments together with frequency
map analysis, we could precisely correlate beam loss areas with resonance locations. The very good agreement
between simulations and experiments allowed us to provide guidance for avoiding these dangerous areas. This
analysis results in predictive improvements of the momentum aperture, which actually led to a lifetime increase
of 25% at the ALS for very high bunch charge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charged particle storage rings are used for a variety
science and technology applications—for example, as s
chrotron light sources for biology, chemistry, and materi
science and as colliders for high-energy physics. In th
storage rings, bunched particle beams traveling near
speed of light circulate for many hours. The motion of
individual particle can be described in terms of transve
~betatron! and longitudinal~synchrotron! motions with re-
spect to the reference particle. Some of these particles
be lost due to various aperture limitations. The moment
aperture is defined as the maximum momentum deviatio
particle can have without becoming unstable and being
by colliding with the vacuum chamber of the storage rin
The momentum aperture is determined by the complex
dimensional dynamics of the particle. Because of the co
plexity of the particle dynamics, up to now there have be
unexplained discrepancies between the predicted and m
sured momentum aperture@1–11#.

Having a good understanding of the momentum aper
is important because it is one of the main performance li
tations for storage rings. A primary reason that particles
lost is that they gain or lose enough momenta to exceed
momentum aperture via scattering with gas particles in
ring ~bremsstrahlung@12#!, via collisions with other particles
within the bunch~intrabeam and Touschek scattering@13#!,
or via collisions with particles in other bunches~beam-beam
bremsstrahlung@14#!. The rate at which particles are lo
determines the beam lifetime. Long beam lifetimes are de
able to the users of synchrotron light source rings and
lider rings. At synchrotron light facilities, long lifetimes in
crease the integrated photon flux, reduce the frequenc
refills, and improve the stability of the beam by reduci
thermal loading effects due to the varying current. For c
lider rings long beam lifetimes are also important beca
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they increase the integrated luminosity delivered by the c
lider.

In those storage rings where the dominant lifetime limi
tion process is Touschek scattering, the lifetime strongly
pends on the momentum aperture—stronger than a quad
dependency. Therefore, it is desirable to operate such sto
rings with as large a momentum aperture as possible. Th
particularly true for the third generation synchrotron lig
source rings in which circulating electron/positron bunch
have a large charge density, resulting in intense Tousc
scattering. The Advanced Light Source~ALS! at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory~LBNL ! is one such third gen-
eration light source operated for users since 1993@1#. The
nominal operation parameters of the ALS are shown in Ta
I. As seen in the table, the Touschek lifetime of 9 h is much
shorter than the vacuum lifetime of 60 h. Consequently,
Touschek lifetime limited ALS would benefit greatly from

TABLE I. Nominal ALS parameters.

Parameter Description

E0 Beam energy 1.5–1.9 GeV
C Circumference 196.8 m
nx Horizontal tune 14.25
ny Vertical tune 8.20
jx

nat Horizontal natural chromaticity 224.6
jy

nat Vertical natural chromaticity 226.7
«x Horizontal emittance 3.5–5.5 nm ra
k5ey /ex Typical emittance ratio 0.5–7 %
I b Bunch curret~400-mA multibunch fill! '1.5 mA

Lifetimes~400 mA, 1.9 GeV!

tvac Vacuum lifetime '60 h
tTou Touschek lifetime~3.5% coupling! '9 h
t total Total lifetime '8 h
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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larger momentum aperture. In fact the measured momen
aperture at the ALS as well as other existing light sour
and colliders are smaller than the predicted values~for third
generation light sources the predicted values range betw
3% and 5%@1,3,7# whereas measured values range betw
1% and 3%@4–7,10,15#!. Because lifetime is such an impo
tant performance parameter, one of the main design goa
new and future light sources such as SLS and SOL
@16,17# is to achieve even larger momentum aperture
larger than 5%. Therefore it is important to understand w
limits the momentum aperture in existing storage rings. T
knowledge will help improve the performance of existin
light sources as well as to help accurately predict and o
mize the performance of future storage rings.

The particle dynamics and momentum aperture have b
extensively studied at the ALS. Simple yet powerful me
surement techniques have been used to gain insight into
limitation of the momentum aperture. The measureme
clearly show that the major limitation to the momentum a
erture is the transverse beam dynamics, causing Tous
scattered particles to eventually reach large vertical am
tudes where they are lost on the vacuum chamber. Anal
of the measurement data using frequency map analysis
lows us to understand the details of the beam los
identifying those resonances that limit the momentum ap
ture. The knowledge gained as a result of the
measurements allows us to adjust the machine paramete
improve the lifetime.

In this paper the results of these studies are presente
Sec. II we discuss the Touschek scattering and the var
apertures~rf, physical, and dynamic! that limit the momen-
tum aperture. In Sec. III measurements of the momen
aperture are presented. Through these measurement
show that the dynamic aperture is the dominant effect
limits the momentum aperture and that this limitati
strongly depends upon the machine conditions. In Sec. IV
examine the mechanism of Touschek scattering in m
detail— illustrating how Touschek scattered particles can
timately reach large vertical amplitudes through nonlin
resonance excitation and diffusion, causing them to col
with the vacuum chamber. In this section we also study
off-momentum transverse dynamics using frequency m
analysis to gain insight into the full six-dimensional dyna
ics. In Sec. V, measurements of the off-momentum dynam
are presented. A comparison is made between the
momentum dynamics and the momentum apertures
sented in Sec. III. In Sec. VI we present simulations of
off-momentum dynamics using our model of the ALS and
comparison is made with the measurements~shown in Sec.
V!. Section VII shows the relation between the moment
aperture and the vertical physical aperture, while we e
with some concluding remarks in Sec. VIII.

II. TOUSCHEK LIFETIME AND MOMENTUM APERTURE

In this section we will first summarize the various ape
ture limitations and then discuss one of the processes~Tous-
chek scattering! that leads to particle amplitudes that m
exceed these aperture limitations.
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In a storage ring, particles perform oscillations around
central periodic closed orbit. The six-dimensional pha
space coordinates are (x,px ,y,py ,d,l ), wherex andy are the
horizontal and vertical position offsets,px and py are the
normalized horizontal and vertical momenta,d is the relative
momentum deviation, andl is the relative path length with
respect to the synchronous particle in the longitudinal dir
tion. The particle oscillation is guided by magnetic fields f
the transverse motion and electric fields~radiofrequency, rf!
for the longitudinal motion. The final boundary for partic
motion is the vacuum chamber wall. Every particle w
eventually be lost at the vacuum chamber. Depending on
amplitude and orientation of the oscillation we distingui
three aperture limitations in the storage ring.

~1! The rf-momentum aperture« rf , which corresponds to
the maximum particle momentum deviation at which the lo
gitudinal motion remains stable due to the confinement of
rf-fields.

~2! The physical aperturexphys, which is related to the
linear motion. The transverse magnetic guide fields are se
in a way to ensure stable particle motion. At low amplitud
the motion can be described by linear optical functions. T
linear motion amplitude that leads to a particle loss on
vacuum chamber is called the physical aperture.

~3! The dynamic aperturexdyn, which is related to the
nonlinear motion. With increasing amplitude, the motion
the particle becomes more and more nonlinear. The dyna
aperture can be defined as the smallest initial amplitude
the particle whose motion will cause its amplitude to i
crease resonantly or diffusively until the particle is lo
against the vacuum chamber@7,16,18,19#.

In the following three subsections these apertures will
discussed in more detail, which will be followed in a four
section by a discussion of the Touschek scattering proce

A. Rf-momentum aperture

If the initial relative momentum deviationd0 of a particle
is larger in absolute value than the rf-momentum apert
« rf , the particle stays outside of the stable area in the lon
tudinal phase space. Its momentum will continue either
increase or decrease until it reaches a sufficiently la
deviation from the nominal value, so that the particle is lo
from the ring. The size of the rf-momentum aperture~or
rf-bucket height! provided by the accelerating voltageVrf in
the cavity is@20#

« rf56X 2U0

pachE0
AS Vrf

U0
D 2

212arccosS U0

Vrf
D C1/2

, ~1!

where ac is the momentum compaction factor,U0 is the
radiation loss per turn,h is the harmonic number, andE0 is
the nominal energy. Equation~1! is derived neglecting the
details of quantum excitation and radiation damping, wh
is valid for most storage rings. It should be mentioned tha
the presence of radiation damping, not all particles scatte
outside the rf-momentum aperture will be lost from the rin
It has been observed@21# that there is a finite probability tha
some of the particles may eventually be captured in ot
6-2
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MEASURING AND OPTIMIZING THE MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056506
buckets. However in most cases the fraction of particles
captured is a small portion of those scattered outside
rf-momentum aperture.

B. Physical aperture

Assuming linear particle motion, the largest amplitude
particle can have for a given momentum deviationd without
hitting the vacuum chamber is determined by the smal
vacuum chamber size normalized by theb function in the
ring,

xphys~d,s!5A min
s1P[0,L]

F ~xvc
6 ~s1!2hx~s1!d!2

bx~s1!
Gbx~s!,

~2!

with hx andbx being the dispersion andb function,xvc
6 the

vacuum chamber half-size, ands the position along the ring
of circumferenceL. This is termed the physical aperture. In
perfect storage ring with midplane symmetry, the verti
dispersion is zero. Therefore, the vertical physical aper
yphys calculated using Eq.~2! by replacingx by y, is momen-
tum independent.

C. Dynamic aperture

At large amplitudes, the motion of a particle is nonline
and at sufficiently large amplitudes the motion can be re
nantly excited or chaotic. Unlike the physical aperture,
dynamic aperture separating stable~within a given number
of turns! and unstable trajectories is not a hard bounda
Rather there exist high diffusion zones where the particle
diffuse to large transverse amplitudes. The presence of
vacuum chamber adds another feature: the motion of s
particles that are resonantly excited to larger amplitudes
be dynamically stable but the particles can still be lost
cause of the finite size of a smaller vacuum chamber.
size of the dynamic aperture thus depends also, in this d
nition, on the size of the vacuum chamber.

D. Touschek scattering

Several mechanisms exist to excite large amplitude os
lations. During injection, particles enter the ring far aw
from the closed orbit and thus perform large amplitude
cillations. For example, at the ALS a typical injection offs
is about 10 mm, which is enough to clear the injection s
tum. Particles may also scatter with the residual gas and
oscillations. In densely filled bunches, particles may sca
among themselves~Touschek effect!. This process has bee
studied extensively at the ALS leading to a better und
standing about how the different apertures contribute to
momentum aperture and ultimately the lifetime.

A particle located in the center of an electron bunch
Touschek scattered to some momentum deviationd0. So
with respect to the nominal particle, the coordinates of t
particle are (x50,px50,y50,py50,d5d0 ,l 50)—in the lo-
cal frame of reference the particle may be scattered to
angle but in the laboratory frame it is mostly longitudina
After this momentum change, the particle starts an osc
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tion around a new closed orbit@20#. With the assumption tha
the dispersion function exists only in the horizontal plan
the particle coordinates with respect to this orbit arex
52hxd0 ,px52hx8d0 ,y50,py50,d5d0 , l 50. Assuming
linear motion the induced betatron amplitude of this oscil
tion can be derived as

xind~s,d!5Abx~s!Hx~s!d, ~3!

with

Hx~s!5gx~s!hx~s!212ax~s!hx~s!hx8~s!1bx~s!hx8~s!2,

~4!

whereax , bx , andgx are the Twiss functions@22#.
Equations~2!–~4! are not valid for large momentum de

viations and transverse amplitudes@23#. Strong sextupoles
lead to higher-order dispersion, which alters the o
momentum closed orbit and Twiss functions. However at
ALS the difference between the momentum independent
momentum dependent calculations of the optical functio
and the closed orbit is less than 5% for momentum dev
tions of up to 5%.

The transverse momentum aperture« trans(s) defines the
maximum momentum deviation a particle can get at a To
chek scattering event without being lost on any of the tra
verse aperture limitations. At a given positions, « trans(s) can
be calculated by solving the following implicit equation:

Abx~s!Hx~s!« trans5min„xphys~« trans,s!,xdyn~« trans,s!…,
~5!

wherexdyn is computed with respect to the off-momentu
closed orbit. For Touschek scattered particles the momen
deviationd can be either positive or negative. Therefore t
dynamic aperture limitation given in Eq.~5! can be either in
the positive or negativex direction.

At any position s of the ring, the absolute momentum
aperture is the smaller of thes-independent rf-momentum
aperture« rf and thes-dependent transverse momentum ap
ture « trans(s).

As an example Fig. 1 illustrates a comparison of t
maximum allowable apertures and the induced oscillat
amplitudes~thin dashed lines!. In the straight section, wher
there is no dispersion, the induced amplitude is zero. T
means the particle will only change its energy but not sta
betatron oscillation. In the arc section with a finite disp
sion, the induced amplitude shows a linear behavior as
be seen from Eq.~3!. The induced amplitude is~nearly! con-
stant in the arcs becauseHx is ~nearly! constant in the arcs

The thick lines represent the various apertures. The ve
cal solid lines show the rf-momentum aperture with« rf
53%, corresponding to the present available rf voltage~for
1.5 GeV!. The dashed-dotted line shows the physical ap
turesxphys. The solid curved line is a sketch of the dynam
aperture. As discussed later, the size and the shape o
dynamic aperture strongly depends upon the machine co
tions ~e.g., tunes, chromaticities, coupling!.

The momentum aperture is defined as the smallest cr
ing point of the induced amplitude and the smallest of
6-3
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STEIER, ROBIN, NADOLSKI, DECKING, WU, AND LASKAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056506
apertures. As the induced amplitude varies around the rin
does the momentum aperture. Figure 2 shows the momen
aperture for one cell of the ALS. The solid line is the m
mentum aperture due to transverse limitations as der
from Fig. 1 ~transverse momentum aperture!. The dashed-
dotted line is the rf-momentum aperture. In this case
momentum aperture«(s) is defined by the rf-momentum ap
erture« rf in the straight section and by the transverse m
mentum aperture« trans in the arcs.

Having defined the momentum aperture one can now
culate the Touschek lifetime. Assuming a flat beam, the m

FIG. 1. Contributions of the different apertures to the total m
mentum aperture as a function of the relative momentum devia
d. The thin dashed lines represent the induced amplitudesxind for an
arc or a straight section of the ring. Dashed-dotted lines stand
the physical aperturesxphys, the solid line is the dynamic apertur
xdyn, and the vertical lines show the rf-momentum aperture« rf .
This figure as well as the following ones are plotted at the inject
point @bx(s0)512 m#.

FIG. 2. Momentum aperture« along one of the 12 cells of the
ALS storage ring. The solid line is the momentum aperture fr
transverse limitations as derived from Fig. 1 and the dashed-do
line is the rf-momentum aperture. The cell layout of the ALS
shown in the lower part of the figure with the three dipoles of
achromat separated by quadrupole magnets.
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contribution of the velocity spread coming from horizont
motion the lifetime due to the Touschek effects is given
@13#

tTou5
E0

3

LI b
E «~s!2Vb~s!sx8~s!

lnS 1

1.78

sx8~s!2E0
2

«~s!2 D ds, ~6!

whereL is the length of the ring,I b is the bunch current,E0

is the beam energy,Vb(s)5sLsx(s)sy(s) is the bunch vol-
ume, andsx8(s) is the angular spread of electrons in th
bunch. Note that the bunch volume, angular spread, and
mentum aperture vary around the ring.

III. MEASUREMENTS OF THE MOMENTUM APERTURE

An easy way to study whether the momentum aperture
a ring is solely determined by the rf-momentum aperture
whether it is also limited by other apertures, is to vary the
voltage and measure the lifetime. At the ALS, measureme
of the Touschek lifetime as a function of the rf-voltage pr
sented here were conducted at a beam energy of 1.5
under different operating conditions. At each measurem
point, the synchrotron tunens was measured simultaneousl
allowing one to calculate the bunch lengthsL and the rf
voltageVrf @22#,

sL5
acsEL

2pns
, ~7!

Vrf5
1

e
Ans

4~2p!2E0
2

~ach!2
1U0

2, ~8!

wheresE is the energy spread of the beam,U0 the energy
loss per turn due to synchrotron radiation, ande is the charge
of an electron. KnowingVrf , it is possible to calculate the
rf-momentum aperture@see Eq.~1!#. To enhance the effect o
the Touschek scattering over other lifetime effects, a h
current per bunch was filled in a few equally spaced bunch
The low number of bunches also avoids multibunch instab
ties. The beam conditions thus were 1.5 mA/bunch an
train of 16 bunches~out of 328! filled.

In Eq. ~6!, the bunch volume is adjusted according to t
changing rf voltage (Vb}A1/Vrf), and is corrected by a con
stant factorA, which takes into account any volume chang
like variation of the coupling, instabilities, etc. There are a
assumed to be only two transverse momentum apert
« trans(s)—one for the straight sections,«straight, and one for
the arcs,«arc ~see Fig. 2!. With these simplifications, Eq.~6!
becomes

-
n

or

n
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tTou5
AE0

3sL~ns!

LI b F «arc
2 E

arc

sx~s!sy~s!sx8~s!

lnS 1

1.78

sx8~s!2E0
2

«arc
2 D ds

1«straight
2 E

straight

sx~s!sy~s!sx8~s!

lnS 1

1.78

sx8~s!2E0
2

«straight
2 D dsG , ~9!

and the data can be fitted by nonlinear least squares with
three parameters,A, «straight, and«arc.

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the measurement dat
lifetime versus rf-momentum aperture for the following sto
age ring conditions: tunes set tonx514.25 andny58.20,
chromaticities set tojx50.4 andjy54.4, and an emittance
ratio of about 7%. The solid line represents a fit of the d
using all three parametersA, «arc, «straight, the dashed-dotted
line shows the lifetime behavior if only the rf-momentu
aperture determined the momentum aperture, and the da
line shows the lifetime behavior if only the rf-momentu
aperture and the transverse momentum aperture in the
would determine the momentum aperture. The measurem
data shows that for large rf-momentum apertures, the
mentum apertures in both the straight sections and the
are primarily determined by the transverse momentum a
ture. Fitting the data results in transverse momentum a
tures of«straight52.6% and«arc51.75%.

Figure 4 shows measurement data for three different
of chromaticities, with the tunes atnx514.25 andny58.20,
and the coupling adjusted to about 7%. As one can cle
see, the momentum aperture and thus the lifetime is v
sensitive to the linear chromaticities. The maximum achi
able lifetimes differ in these cases by more than a factor o
It is best for the nominal chromaticities (jx50.4,jy51.4),

FIG. 3. Measurement of beam lifetimet as a function of the
rf-momentum aperture with lines representing the fitted lifetime
havior ~solid!, the lifetime with no transverse aperture restrictio
~dashed-dotted!, and with transverse aperture restriction only f
particles scattered in the arcs~dashed!.
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where the ALS is operated at in multibunch operations~solid
line!, and significantly worse~dashed-dotted line! for a ver-
tical chromaticity increased by three units (jx50.4,jy

54.4). The third case~dashed line! is a case where both th
horizontal and vertical chromaticities are increasedjx
52.4,jy54.4) and the resulting maximum lifetime is 25%
longer than in the case where just the vertical chromaticit
increased. At first sight this result might seem counterint
tive. Yet the reasons leading to this choice will be fully ev
dent in the following section where the particle momentu
dynamics is explored in an extended way.

The latter case is of special interest for machine ope
tion: while operating the ring with large single-bunch cu
rents ~so called two-bunch mode! the vertical chromaticity
has to be significantly increased in order to damp sing
bunch instabilities. From Fig. 4 it is clear that the dynam
aperture impacts the momentum aperture. This can be
ferred from the fact that when the chromaticity is chang
the size of the physical aperture remains fixed whereas
size of the momentum aperture changes.

For all three cases shown in Fig. 4 the fitted transve
apertures are listed in Table II. As shown in the table,
transverse apertures in the arcs vary by a large factor. A
tional measurements were made for many other mach
conditions: different values of coupling, chromaticitie
tunes, vertical aperture, and insertion device settings@5,6#.

It has thus been demonstrated that at the ALS, the
namic aperture limits the momentum aperture. In Secs. V
VI we describe the measurements made to understand t
limitations in more detail and to get a clear picture showi

-
FIG. 4. Measurement of the beam lifetimet as a function of the

rf-momentum aperture for three different sets of chromaticities. T
lines represent the fitted lifetime behavior for the nominal chrom
ticity case ~solid line!, a case with higher vertical chromaticit
~dashed-dotted line!, and a case with higher chromaticities in bo
transverse planes~dashed line!. The emittance coupling in all case
was about 7% and the betatron tunes werenx514.25 andny

58.20. One can see that the dynamic momentum aperture h
severe impact on the overall momentum aperture and, therefore
Touschek lifetime.
6-5
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the dynamics of particle loss. These experiments are c
ducted for the three different chromaticities of Table II.

IV. OFF-MOMENTUM TRANSVERSE DYNAMICS

In this section we examine the mechanism of Tousc
scattering in more detail. From radiation measurements
know that the highest radiation levels~and thus the highes
loss areas! occur at the location in the ring where the vertic
vacuum chamber size is the smallest. At this location, wh
the vertical beta function is 4 m, the chamber height
64 mm. Therefore we can conclude that after a particle
Touschek scattered, it can reach large vertical amplitude
is also known from momentum aperture measurements
the dynamic aperture is limiting the Touschek lifetime.
fact these observations can be well understood by lookin
the transverse particle dynamics: resonance excitation
orbit diffusion drive particles to such high vertical amp
tudes as explained in this section.

A. Off-momentum simulations

The left side of Fig. 5 shows an illustration of the partic
motion in the momentum and horizontal amplitude space
a particle scattered to an initial value of (d0 , AbxHxd0). The
open circle indicates the initial coordinates of the partic
After the particle is scattered, there is a rapid oscillation
d—so-called synchrotron oscillations—and a slow damp
in d and horizontal amplitude back to the nominal orbit~the
filled square in the figure!. The time scales involved in thes
processes are very different—the synchrotron oscillation
riod is of the order of 100 turns whereas the damping time
the order of 10 000 turns. It should be noted that in t

TABLE II. Fitted momentum apertures for three different co
ditions.

Chromaticity «straight «arc A

~hor./vert.!

jx50.4,jy51.4 .3% 2.6560.02% 1.0160.02
jx50.4,jy54.4 2.5960.07% 1.7560.02% 0.9660.02
jx52.4,jy54.4 2.6360.07% 1.9360.02% 0.9960.02
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illustration the damping times have been artificially i
creased by a factor 10 for illustration.

The right-hand side of Fig. 5 shows the tune change in
frequency space. The nominal~zero amplitude! tune values
arenx514.25 andny58.20 ~the filled square in the figure!.
Just after being scattered, both the horizontal and vert
tunes are shifted to smaller values~the open circle in the
figure! because of the tune shift with energy~chromaticities!
and the tune shift with betatron amplitude. For the case
the ALS, the cross terms of the tune shift with amplitude a
largest. Therefore a large horizontal oscillation amplitu
changes mostly the vertical tune.

Then as the particle undergoes momentum oscillati
and damping, its tunes are slowly modulated back and fo
in the transverse tune plane, eventually returning to
nominal tune values. During this process it is possible t
some of the particles may encounter a region in tune sp
where their motion is resonantly or diffusively excited
large vertical amplitudes, where they may collide with t
vacuum chamber.

An example of this is shown in Fig. 6. We take the case
the machine adjusted to the nominal chromaticity,jx50.4,
jy51.4. The linear machine model is fitted using measu
response matrix data@24,25#—linear coupling errors are als
included. A particle is launched with initial conditionsx
512 mm,y50.5 mm,d52% and tracked using a full six
dimensional tracking code including synchrotron oscillatio
and radiation damping@26–28#. The calculated horizontal
vertical, and longitudinal turn-by-turn positions are plott
~Fig. 6! over 3500 turns. In the vertical plane the vacuu
chamber height is also drawn as dashed lines at64 mm. As
seen in the figure, the longitudinal oscillations appear sta
and are slowly damping~due to radiation damping!. How-
ever the amplitude of the horizontal and vertical oscillatio
are irregular and periods of rapid~chaotic! growth are ob-
served. At some point~around turn 3000! the particle reaches
vertical amplitudes larger than64 mm. Therefore this par-
ticle is lost on the vacuum chamber.

Unfortunately it is difficult to exactly simulate this pro
cess experimentally. The reason is that in order to exp
mentally simulate Touschek scattering, one would like
have an instrument~or set of instruments! that would simul-
taneously change the energy and amplitude of the be
within one turn. Although it is possible to give a single-tu
r
n

e
t
-
n.
FIG. 5. Left: Schematic of particle behavio
after Touschek scattering. Initial particle positio
after being scattered~open circle!, then oscillat-
ing in energy and amplitude~solid line!, and
damping back down to the nominal orbit~filled
square!. Right: particle motion tracked in the tun
space (nx , ny), showing the effect of tune shif
with betatron amplitude and tune shift with en
ergy. Resonances up to the fifth order are show
6-6
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large transverse kick to the beam, it is impossible to giv
single-turn energy kick of a tenth of a GeV to a beam with
energy of 1.5 GeV. On the other hand it is possible to slow
~adiabatically! change the nominal energy of the beam.
instead of studying the full six-dimensional case, we stu
the transverse dynamics at different momenta—the
momentum transverse dynamics. We show in Sec. V
using this approach we gain a better insight into the detail
the particle loss mechanisms.

Here we make the assumption that knowledge of the
momentum dynamics is what is relevant to understand
full six-dimensional dynamics. In doing so the transve
(x, px , y, py) dynamics is viewed as being decoupled fro
the longitudinal (d,l ) dynamics. This decoupling is possib
due to the large difference in time scales between the s
chrotron oscillations~100 turns! and betatron oscillations
~few per turn!.

Figure 7 shows an illustration of the method that we us
to study the off-momentum transverse dynamics in the a
plitude and frequency space. A particle is launched wit

FIG. 6. Tracking with synchrotron oscillations and radiati
damping for a particle launched with initial amplitude ofx
512 mm,y50.5 mm, andd52%. At certain times the motion o
the particle is highly diffusive causing the vertical oscillation a
plitude to become larger than64 mm. In the ring, it would lead to
particle loss on the vacuum chamber.
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given horizontal amplitude, then undergoes a damping
amplitude without executing any synchrotron oscillatio
~compare with Fig. 5!. This measurement can be used
identify amplitudes, momentum deviations, and frequenc
where beam loss occurs—presumably by encountering
gions where the motion is strongly nonlinear and chao
Therefore if the assumption that the beam loss is determ
by the transverse dynamics is correct, this measurement
way of locating the areas of beam loss that a Touschek s
tered particle might experience.

B. Off-momentum frequency map analysis

In a previous study@29# we showed that it was possible t
experimentally measure resonant and chaotic behavior
storage ring using frequency map analysis~FMA! @30–32#. It
was also demonstrated that we could correlate particle los
the zones with high diffusion@33#. In that study we were
only looking at the on-momentum dynamics, which is impo
tant for the understanding of particle loss during the inject
process. In the present study we are extending and modif
these techniques to probe the off-momentum dynamics.

In Fig. 8, FMA is used to explore the off-momentum d
namics. The machine model is the same as that used to
erate the tracking data in Fig. 6. A frequency map is drawn
three different values of the relative momentum deviationd
(23%, 0%, and13%). Togenerate each of the three map
the energy is fixed and particles are launched with vari
different initial horizontal and vertical amplitudes an
tracked forN51000 turns without synchrotron oscillation o
damping. For surviving particles, tunes are then compu
with FMA and plotted in the frequency space. Because of
tune shift with energy, the maps of the three cases do no
on top of each other. The dynamics encountered by the b
changes a lot with the energy: resonance orders and wid
diffusion rates, tune shifts with amplitude. As a res
the stability area shrinks drastically ford523%.

The color scheme represents the orbit diffusion defined
D5(1/N)log10uun22n1uu, wheren1 andn2 are the transverse
tunes, respectively, determined over the first and last
turns of the particle tracking@31#. Blue regions describe
stable dynamics and red and yellow regions stand for str
nonlinearity and chaos. As an example for thed50% map a
large chaotic zone exists in the vicinity of the tunes ofnx
h-
s.
a-

-

er

he
ift
FIG. 7. Schematic of the measurement tec
nique used to study the off-momentum dynamic
The particles starting at some horizontal oscill
tion amplitude~filled circles! damp down to the
nominal orbit without any synchrotron oscilla
tions for a fixed momentum deviationd. Left:
configuration space with induced amplitude aft
a Touschek scattering~diagonal lines!. Right:
tracked particle in tune space~curved line indi-
cates tune shift with energy for particles near t
closed orbit, diagonal lines indicate the tune sh
with betatron amplitude!.
6-7
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Frequency maps for three different momentum deviations (23%, 0%, and13%). Thecontinuous green line indicate
the tune shift with energy for particles near the closed orbit. The color code describes orbit stability from regular motion~blue! to chaotic
motion ~red!. On top of the maps resonance lines are drawn up to the fifth order.
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514.2 andny58.1 ~see Fig. 8!. This region is at the inter-
section of the third-order resonancenx22ny522 and the
fifth-order resonance 5nx571. So a particle may be los
when its tunes are slowly sweeping over this region.

To illustrate this we tracked a particle using the sa
model that we used to generate the frequency maps ex
that we now include synchrotron oscillations and radiat
damping. A particle is launched with an initial condition co
responding tox510 mm,y50.5 mm,d50% ~see Fig. 9!.
The horizontal and vertical position is recorded for each t
for 10 000 turns. Due to radiation damping the amplitud
tend to decrease, however at certain times@indicated by~c!,
~b!, and~a! in the figure# there is rapid growth in the vertica
plane.

One can see the corresponding position in the freque
space on the right side of Fig. 9. The tunes were compu
using FMA by dividing the 10 000 turn-by-turn data into 4
blocks of 250 consecutive turns each. As observed in
figure, the particle is damping down to the nominal tun
However, at certain points marked~c!, ~b!, and~a!, the par-
ticle trajectory diffuses to larger vertical amplitudes. The fi
change occurs at~c! when the trajectory crosses thenx
22ny522 resonance. The second occurs at~b! when the
trajectory crosses the 4nx1ny565 resonance and there is
third region ~a! where the particle crosses the resonan
3nx12ny559. This behavior is consistent with the chao
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zones shown in the frequency map in Fig. 8. For this part
the vertical amplitude only reaches a maximum of ab
63 mm @near point~c!#—and thus this particle would no
collide with the vacuum chamber~which is64 mm). How-
ever other particles with slightly different initial condition
can be excited to more than64 mm vertically and will
collide with the vacuum chamber. This suggests that the m
mentum aperture should be a strong function of the vert
physical aperture. Measurements detailing this are sum
rized in Sec. VII.

V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE
DYNAMIC APERTURE

To study the off-momentum transverse dynamics at
ALS storage ring, three tools have been used.

~1! The first tool is a set of two fast pulsed magnets cal
‘‘pinger magnets:’’ each pinger magnet’s pulse duration
only 600 ns. This is less than the time it takes for electron
execute one turn around the ring. Therefore these mag
can provide a single-turn transverse kick to the electro
The amplitudes of the horizontal and vertical fields can
adjusted independently.

~2! The second tool consists of turn-by-turn horizon
and vertical beam position monitors~BPMs!. In each turn,
the BPMs measure the transverse center of the charge o
6-8
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MEASURING AND OPTIMIZING THE MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056506
electron beam as it revolves around the ring. The BPMs
store up to 1024 consecutive data points and are sync
nized with the pinger magnet pulse. In this way it is possi
to record the beam position of the first 1024 turns after
beam is kicked by the pinger magnets.

~3! The third tool is a beam current monitor~DCCT!. This
monitor can record the current before and after the beam
been kicked allowing to measure the relative beam loss.

In the experiments the nominal energy of the machine
shifted adiabatically by changing the rf-frequency@13#,

d52
1

ac

D f rf

f rf
. ~10!

Then the beam is kicked with increasing horizontal ki
strength~keeping the vertical kick strength at a small co
stant value!. The relative change in beam current as well
the turn-by-turn data for each point are recorded. The m
surements can then be repeated at different values ofd. It is
worth pointing out that this technique works well for th
ALS but may not be suitable in rings with large circumfe

FIG. 9. Tracking of a particle with synchrotron oscillations a
radiation damping~in tune and configuration space!. When the tra-
jectory crosses a region with high diffusion@see labels~a! to ~c!#,
the vertical oscillation amplitude increases and at~c! the particle
gets very close to the vacuum chamber of 4 mm.
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ences, where shifting the rf frequency can also cause a l
change in the damping partition numbers~see the Appendix!.

A. Normal chromaticity, on-momentum

An example of raw current measurements as a function
the horizontal kick amplitude is plotted in Fig. 10 for a m
mentum offset ofd50%. The storage ring parameters ha
been the same as in the cases described in Sec. III, i.e., t
at 14.25 and 8.20, emittance ratio at about 7%. For this
ample the chromaticity of the machine was adjusted to
ring’s nominal chromaticity (jx50.4,jy51.4). The top plot
in the figure shows the measured beam currentI as a function
of the kick amplitude after each horizontal kick. The relati
loss rate (I n2I n21)/I n21 is plotted below. Here one ca
identify several steplike increases in the loss rate at 7.8 m
9.6 mm, and 10.6 mm indicated by~a!–~c! in the figure, and
there is a total beam loss at 12.6 mm as indicated by~d!.

The frequency analysis of the turn-by-turn data for ea
kick amplitude will show us the origins of these beam loss
Figure 11 displays the measured frequencies (nx ,ny). In this
plot the size of the dot is related to the relative loss r
@(I n2I n21)/I n21#—for legibility, zero loss corresponds to
finite dot size. First at zero kick amplitude the tunes cor
spond tonx514.25 andny58.20 @indicated by~o! in the
figure#. As the kick amplitude increases the tunes shift
smaller values. Around (nx ,ny)5(14.23,8.15)@see point~a!
in Fig. 10#, a slight beam loss is observed associated with
crossing of the resonance 3nx12ny559. The neighborhood
of this resonance, reached at a 7.8 mm kick amplitude,
be identified as the lowest amplitude region harmful for t
dynamics. Then at tunes ofnx514.22 andny58.11 there is
a more significant change in the loss rate~b!. This occurs as
the tune crosses the fifth-order resonance 4nx1ny565. The

FIG. 10. Top: Beam current versus kick amplitude. Botto
First derivative of beam current versus kick amplitude. Each cha
in beam loss is labeled by a letter.
6-9
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STEIER, ROBIN, NADOLSKI, DECKING, WU, AND LASKAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056506
loss rate further increases as the tune crosses the third-
resonancenx22ny522 as indicated by~c! in Figs. 11 and
10 at an amplitude of 10.6 mm. And finally there is a to
beam loss on the fifth-order resonance 5nx571 as indicated
by ~d!. Thus using the frequency data enables us to iden
which resonances are responsible for particle loss.

A comparison of the experimental data~Figs. 10 and 11!
with the theoretical simulation~Figs. 8 and 9! reveals a con-
sistent picture of the dynamics. The tune shifts with amp
tude are the same and the high diffusion zones in the si
lation correspond to regions of significant particle loss in
experiment.

Up to now only data for a single value ofd have been
shown. We will now present data for various momentu
offsets and three different values for the chromaticities.

B. Normal chromaticity, off-momentum

Figure 12 shows the results for the nominal chromaticit
(jx50.4,jy51.4). The relative loss rates are plotted both
the amplitude space (x,d) ~top! and in the frequency spac
~bottom!. In the amplitude space, the induced amplitude v
sus energy of a particle that has been Touschek scatter
the arcs is indicated by a red dashed line; in the freque
space the change of tune versus energy at zero amplitu
indicated by a solid green line.

As shown in the preceding section it is possible to iden
resonances and chaotic regions that limit the apertures
looking at the data plotted in the frequency space. In t
case several dangerous resonances or intersections of
nances responsible for beam loss can be identified. To
distinguish between different momentum offsets we ha
plotted points with negative momentum deviation in blu

FIG. 11. Tunes and loss rates as calculated from turn-by-
BPM data and DCCT measurements. The labels defined as in
10 indicate beam loss~dot size! increase near particular resonan
lines.
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on-momentum points in black, and positive momentum
viation points in red. For large negative momentum dev
tions the particle loss at high amplitudes is caused by
integer resonanceny58 ~areaA in Fig. 12!. Around zero
momentum deviation the particles are lost in the neighb
hood of several resonances (5nx571, nx22ny522, see
areaB). At large positive momentum deviations, the loss
again due to the integer resonanceny58 ~areaC) and the
linear coupling resonancenx2ny56 ~areaD).

Now that the amplitude and cause of the beam loss h
been found, it is possible to relate this case to the fully s
dimensional case including synchrotron oscillations. In t
way we can determine the limitation of the dynamic a
momentum aperture. When a particle is Touschek scatte
we have previously seen that it oscillates rapidly in mom
tum and its amplitude damps slowly in momentum and tra
verse amplitudes towards the beam center. Figure 5 sh
the shape of the footprint of the particle trajectory in co
figuration space. The footprint looks similar to an invert
triangle. In order to find the largest momentum deviation
particle can encounter without being lost, we have to find
largest inverted triangle that misses all high-loss areas:
one can see in Fig. 12, a particle that has been Tousc
scattered in the arcs up toudu<2.5%, corresponding to an
induced horizontal amplitude of69 mm, will cross no re-
gion of large loss. However there are large loss regions
larger energy deviations and amplitudes—the first being
10 mm~both atd522.5% and atd50.5%). From this mea-
surement we can infer that the limit of the dynamic mome
tum aperture in the arcs is slightly more than 2.5%. T
compares well with the value of 2.65%~see Table II! mea-
sured using the technique described in Sec. III.

Through this measurement, the global dynamics of
storage ring is revealed. Not only are the amplitude of lo
regions and the size of the dynamic aperture determined,
also the resonances that are responsible for loss are id
fied. All this provides us with a comprehensive understa
ing of the beam dynamics for this particular machine con
tion.

C. Large vertical chromaticity, off-momentum

Figure 13 shows the results for the second case with
higher vertical chromaticity (jx50.4,jy54.4). When com-
paring with the nominal chromaticity case shown in Fig. 1
we see that the aperture is reduced in several areas. In
ticular, we wish to point out the reduction in the aperture
22% and the large loss region extending from 1.5% to 5
In fact this loss region at positived causes the lowest limit o
the momentum aperture in the arcs. It limits the aperture
momentum deviation of slightly more thand51.5%, corre-
sponding to an induced amplitudexind of slightly less than 7
mm. The second limitation at negatived limits the aperture
to less thand522.0% ~corresponding to an induced ampl
tude of slightly more than 7 mm!.

By looking at the frequency plot we see that the plot
very different from the nominal chromaticity case. The neg
tive d limit corresponds to the integer resonance (ny58).
This is true as well for the normal chromaticity case but d

rn
ig.
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MEASURING AND OPTIMIZING THE MOMENTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056506
to the larger vertical chromaticity, this limit is reached
lower values ofudu. Note a second loss region~B! similar to
loss region~B! in Fig. 12. The lowest limitation occurs whe
the particle frequency approaches the linear coup
resonance—a resonance that is deliberately excited to co
the vertical beam size. The reason that the coupling re
nance is important is that the tune shift with energy in
case with a larger vertical chromaticity moves the tune to
other side of the coupling resonance. Then the tune shift w
amplitude moves the tune down onto the coupling resona
where there is beam loss. Based on this measurement
would predict that the dynamic aperture would restrict
momentum aperture in the arcs to slightly more than 1.5
This compares well with the value of 1.75% measured bef
~see Table II!.

FIG. 12. ~Color! Measured momentum aperture in tune~bottom!
and in configuration space~top! for the chromaticity set (jx

50.4,jy51.4). Point size indicates relative beam loss and lab
point out specific resonance areas responsible for these lo
Resonances up to the fifth order are drawn in the tune space.
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D. Large horizontal and vertical chromaticity, off-momentum

When looking at the results of the initial momentum a
erture measurements in Sec. III, it was not obvious why
creasing the horizontal chromaticity by two units fromjx

50.4 to jx52.4 actually increased the momentum apertu
As previously stated, this may seem counterintuitive, but
looking at the data from the dynamic aperture measurem
the reason becomes clear.

In the previous case with high vertical chromaticity, th
linear coupling resonance limited the momentum apertu
So one way to enlarge the aperture is to increase the valu
d at which the tune crosses over the linear coupling re
nance. This is precisely what happens when the horizo

ls
es.

FIG. 13. ~Color! Measured momentum aperture in tune~bottom!
and in configuration space~top! for the chromaticity set (jx

50.4,jy54.4). Point size indicates relative beam loss and lab
point out specific resonance areas responsible for these lo
Resonances up to the fifth order are drawn in the tune space.
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STEIER, ROBIN, NADOLSKI, DECKING, WU, AND LASKAR PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056506
chromaticity is increased. Figure 14 shows the results for
high horizontal and vertical chromaticities (jx52.4,jy

54.4). By increasing the horizontal chromaticity we shift t
effect of the coupling resonance to larger positive mom
tum deviations, thus increasing the size of the aperture
about 2%; now the lifetime is limited by the integer res
nance. This compares well with the value of 1.9% measu
before~see Table II!.

It should be mentioned that we first studied the case
(jx50.4,jy54.4), discovered the limitation caused by t
coupling resonance, and then predicted that increasing
horizontal chromaticity would increase the lifetime. So th
technique was used in a predictive way to improve the p
formance of the machine.

FIG. 14. ~Color! Measured momentum aperture in tune~bottom!
and in configuration space~top! for the chromaticity set (jx

52.4,jy54.4). Point size indicates relative beam loss and lab
point out specific resonance areas responsible for these lo
Resonances up to the fifth order are drawn in the tune space.
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VI. SIMULATIONS OF THE DYNAMIC APERTURE

The method presented in the preceding section provid
model independent way to obtain a global picture of t
off-momentum dynamics. It can be used to understand li
tations of the dynamic momentum aperture and prov
guidance on how to improve the machine performance. F
thermore, it has been demonstrated that the mechan
causing particle loss are well understood and that track
simulations for individual particle trajectories agree w
with the measured dynamics.

In order to evaluate, whether simulations reproduce
differences in momentum aperture found in the experime
additional tracking studies were performed. Particle trajec
ries were tracked for a large set of initial conditions (1
3100) in the configuration space formed by horizontal o
cillation amplitude and momentum deviation. Afterward
the transverse oscillation frequencies for each of those
jectories were calculated, similar to the method used in
experiment. We will concentrate here on the main differen
of the two cases with high vertical chromaticity as an e
ample. A full analysis will be the topic of future studies.

Figures 15 and 16 show the results of those simulati
~tracking the particle coordinates for 1000 turns without sy
chrotron radiation or radiation damping! for the two cases
with high vertical chromaticity. The color code in the plo
again indicates the diffusion rate on a logarithmic scale~as in
Fig. 8!. In addition, the measured normalized beam loss ra
as a function of momentum deviation and initial horizon
oscillation amplitudes are shown as red dots in the p
~compare Fig. 15 with Fig. 13 and Fig. 16 with Fig. 14!.

The general features of the simulation and the measu
beam loss agree well. Areas where particles were lost be
reaching 1000 turns in the simulation are clearly outside
stable areas in the measurements as well. In addition
many cases one can associate an area with high diffusio
the simulation to areas with beam loss in the measureme
Comparing Figs. 15 and 16 one can see that the main di
ence due to the increased horizontal chromaticity in the m
sured data—the shift of the loss area caused by the coup
resonance,nx2ny56 ~circled area in the plots!, to larger
positive momentum deviations—is reproduced well in t
simulations.

However, the figures show significantly more diffusiv
areas and more details than the measurements. Therefor
not trivial to evaluate which of the diffusive areas might
harmful by just looking at these kind of plots. The ma
reason is that the particle loss happens in the vertical p
~as shown earlier!, whereas in these figures, the configurati
space of momentum deviation and horizontal oscillation a
plitude is plotted. One example in which an area of hi
diffusion in these plots might not indicate a high-loss area
if the diffusion takes place in the horizontal amplitude co
figuration space~i.e., the particle trajectory remains at lo
vertical oscillation amplitudes!.

Fortunately, there are several methods to figure out wh
diffusive areas can really cause beam loss. The first is to
the simulation data in the tune space instead of configura
space~similar to the way in which it is done in the exper

ls
es.
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FIG. 15. ~Color! Comparison of simulation of the dynamic momentum aperture and measurement of normalized beam loss in
ration space (jx50.4,jy54.4). White areas indicate regions where the particles were lost during the tracking. The loss area cause
coupling resonancenx2ny56 is circled.
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mental case, compare Figs. 12–14!. That method can also
help to identify which specific resonances are harmful a
directly provide guidance on how to improve the stability
trajectories. The second is to compare the simulation res
with results of measurements~like it is done in this section!.
This allows to make very good predictions for situations n
too different from the one in which the measurements w
made. The last method employs the use of many simula
frequency maps~calculated in the configuration spac
formed by horizontal and vertical oscillation amplitudes! for
various, fixed momentum offsets~compare Fig. 8!. This way
one can evaluate the possible directions of the diffusion
the full transverse phase space for a given momentum of

These simulation methods have been used success
during the Superbend project at the ALS, where three nor
conducting bending magnets in the middle of three of the
triple bend achromat cells have been replaced by super
ducting ones@34#. This installation broke the original 12-fold
symmetry of the ALS and, therefore, changed the nonlin
single-particle dynamics significantly. The predictions of t
simulation proved to be quite accurate. Nevertheless
should be mentioned that the results shown in Figs. 15
16 depend very much on the initial phases. Therefore, th
studies should be continued and completed by an equiva
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analysis in the frequency domain, where the results will
more independent of the phases@35#.

VII. DEPENDENCE OF THE MOMENTUM APERTURE
ON THE VERTICAL PHYSICAL APERTURE

The loss of particles due to resonant excitation of th
motion or due to diffusion happens mostly in the vertic
plane ~compare Sec. IV!. Therefore one should expect th
the momentum aperture depends on the vertical aperture
study this effect quantitatively, measurements of the dep
dence of the momentum aperture of the ALS on the vert
physical aperture were also performed.

In the measurements, the vertical physical aperture
set to various values by using a vertical scraper. T
scraper—like the narrow gap vacuum chambers, which n
mally restrict the vertical physical aperture to abo
64 mm— is located in one of the 12 straight sections of
ALS where the vertical beta function is about 4 m. For
given scraper setting, the beam lifetime was measured
function of the rf-momentum aperture« rf , and the momen-
tum apertures«straight and«arc were determined from a fit to
this data using Eq.~9!, similar to what was done to genera
Fig. 3. The results of the measurement are shown in Fig.
One can see that the~transverse! momentum aperture in the
6-13
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FIG. 16. ~Color! Comparison of simulation of the dynamic momentum aperture and measurement of normalized beam loss in
ration space (jx52.4,jy54.4). The loss area caused by the coupling resonancenx2ny56 is circled.
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arcs is a strong function of the vertical physical aperture
decreases monotonically for a physical aperture smaller
the nominal64 mm and becomes nearly zero around a v
tical physical aperture of about 1 mm. One should rem
that the vertical beam size at the location of the scraper
typical emittance coupling issy<30 mm, which means tha
61 mm still corresponds to a physical aperture of mo
than630 sy .

Another result of the measurement was that the mom
tum aperture in the straight sections did remain at val
larger than 3%~i.e., at values larger than the rf-momentu
aperture achievable with the current rf system of the AL!
for all settings of the scraper, all the way down to a verti
physical aperture of only 1 mm. Based on the understand
of the loss mechanism as described in Sec. IV this was
expected behavior.

The fact that the momentum aperture and, therefore,
beam lifetime is a strong function of the vertical physic
aperture is of special importance for synchrotron lig
sources. Since the performance~photon brightness! that can
be achieved with an undulator depends critically on the
of the magnetic undulator structure, there is a strong inc
tive to make the undulator gap and, therefore, the phys
aperture of the vacuum chamber as small as possible.
cently several second and third generation synchrotron l
sources have been equipped with insertion devices w
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smaller and smaller gaps. The measurements presented
underline that it is very important to study the impact that t
reduced vertical physical aperture has on the momentum
erture in addition to studies of vacuum, impedance, and
diation issues.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Short beam lifetimes are one of the major performan
limitations in particle storage rings. The beam lifetime
many particle storage rings is limited by particles bei
Touschek scattered outside of the ring’s momentum apert
Up to now the beam lifetimes that have been realized h
been smaller than predicted as a result of the momen
aperture limitations. Measurements at the ALS as well
other storage rings have demonstrated that the dynamic
erture is the dominant effect determining the size of the m
mentum aperture.

Employing the method of frequency analysis to study
off-momentum transverse dynamics provides a very pow
ful model independent diagnostic tool to visualize the glo
dynamics of the system and understand the aperture lim
tions. In particular, this tool helps to identify regions in th
frequency space where beam loss occurs. The present s
demonstrates that the knowledge of the off-momentum tra
verse dynamics allows an accurate prediction of the mom
tum apertures at the ALS and can suggest strategies to
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prove its dynamics. Even with just two sextupole families
the ALS, the knowledge of the off-momentum dynamics
lowed us to adjust the chromaticity~increasing the horizonta
chromaticity! resulting in increased lifetimes by 25%.

The agreement is very good between the estimated
namic momentum aperture from the measurements usi
pinger magnet and the direct measurement using the
amplitude scans. As mentioned in Sec. IV, since it is
possible to give a single-turn momentum kick to the be
with a large amplitude, it was not possible to simulate e
actly the full six-dimensional dynamics of Touschek scatt
ing. It was only possible to study the off-momentum dyna
ics. The results presented here are a demonstration o
validity of the assumption~made in Sec. IV! that the knowl-
edge of the off-momentum dynamics is sufficient to und
stand the full six-dimensional dynamics.

However, even if it would be possible to study the fu
six-dimensional dynamics, the time span limits imposed
decoherence would not allow us to separate the synchro
oscillation contributions to the betatron frequencies. So th
is an additional advantage of studying the off-moment
dynamics for fixed momentum offsets: Using the beam
cillation data, which was recorded as additional informati
one can identify the resonances in tune space that cause
loss regions. The analysis showed that the large differenc
lifetime is not caused by a large difference in the strength
resonances, but by the fact that different linear chromatici
cause the particles to sample different regions in phase sp
and thus experience different sets of resonances~Sec. V!.

The agreement between measured data and simulatio
sults, which are based on calibrated machine models
good. The simulations show that the loss regions corresp
to resonances, and intersections of resonances where the
ticle motion is resonantly or diffusively excited to large ve

FIG. 17. Measurement of the momentum aperture in the
«arc, as a function of the vertical physical apertureyphys. «arc was
calculated by individually fitting the results of lifetime measur
ments as a function of the rf-momentum aperture for various
tings of a vertical scraper.«straightwas larger than 3% for all scrape
settings.
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tical amplitudes, causing the particle to collide with th
vacuum chamber. This is consistent with the fact that
highest loss rates are measured at the narrowest vertica
chambers. These studies provide both confidence in
model and the possibility to accurately predict the perf
mance of upgrades to the ALS.

In most other storage rings, knowledge of the o
momentum dynamics will allow to accurately predict th
momentum aperture. Therefore these techniques will be
portant for understanding and improving the momentum
ertures in existing storage rings as well as for precisely p
dicting the momentum apertures in future accelerators.
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APPENDIX: DAMPING PARTITION NUMBERS

The radiation of charged particles circulating in a stora
ring causes a slow damping of the betatron and synchro
oscillation amplitudes of the particle. In the study of th
off-momentum dynamics, the reference momentum is
justed by changing the rf frequency. However this also mo
fies the distribution of damping between the different plan
Because of this the motion can become antidamped in
plane, making the technique presented in this paper uns
able. This is particularly important for large rings.

The damping times (tx , ty , tz) are inversely proportiona
to the damping partition numbers (Jx , Jy , Jz), whose values
are, for a storage ring with midplane symmetry@20#,

Jx512D, Jy51, Jz521D ~A1!

with

D5

R h

r S 1

r2
12K D ds

R 1

r2
ds

, ~A2!

wherer, K, andh are, respectively, the local curvature r
dius, the linear field gradient, and the dispersion function
a magnet. The motion of the particles is simultaneou
damped in the horizontal and longitudinal planes (Jx,z.0) if
D satisfies the stability condition

22,D,1. ~A3!

c,

t-
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When varying the rf frequency, the closed orbit shifts
the quadrupoles, which are located in regions of finite d
persion (hQ). Therefore the value ofD ~to first order!
changes by

DD'2
rD

2

NDLD
d (

quad families
NQLQ~KQhQ!2

5Ad, ~A4!

where NQ , LQ , and KQ are, respectively, the numbe
length, and gradient for each family of quadrupoles~di-
poles!. StatingD5D01DD and combining Eqs.~A3! and
~A4!, the stability condition becomes
o.

o.

lm
-

n

-

nf

le

r

J
n

s,

0

r

le

05650
-
222D0

A
,d,

12D0

A
. ~A5!

For the ALS, the full range in which there is damping in bo
planes isDd53/A, which is 33% (218%,116%). This is
much larger than the range of interest for the study of
off-momentum dynamics (65%).

However for larger rings this may not be the case a
more. A small change in momentum gives a large chang
damping rates. For instance, at the Advanced Photon So
in Chicago@36#, the range is22.8%,d,1.4% @37#. This
limits this technique’s usefulness in exploring the o
momentum transverse dynamics in larger rings.
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